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Education Dept. Offers
New Special Secondary

Summer quarter is the tino to
begin work toward the nem sp.San Jose State students attend- cial
for
i’l’edehlnd
secondary
ing the conference include Cam- teaching t he mentally retarded,
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The main topic of t he meet will
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be "Western Europe and the
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I flitted States: Kali I.. .11artiim.
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Stockton Picked
For OT Convent ’ m--4-

Steekton State hospital is the
s,-ene of he Northern California
iectit.ational Therapy meeting to
;. arid occupational Oita apy majot-- arc urged to attend if pos.
sibie, according to Lou Ann Keck,.
OT club publicity chairman.
A talk and demonstration at
2:30 p.m. concerning the hospitars farm program for the chrotticall’ ill will feature the meeting.’
which will take place on the hospital farm grounds. Those who
can supply or who need transportation are asked to contact BE isy
Wallick, club president. or Miss.
Mar)- Booth, occupational therapy
faculty. member. Miss Keck reported.
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Bowl Will
Show Team, Girls

s.
leaders
Aspirin:: cheer
girls. and majorettes will tv’
the chance to strut their stuff
at the May 24 Spring Howl. intrasquad foot ball game. Fran Polck.
Rally committee chairman. told
the committee Wednesday ni-ht
Plans for an outdoor
be held before the game. al,
readied, according to Polek.
feels that this is a fine otg.cirtunity to get the Rally commit -

of

Tee organized instead
until after the football
starts. He believes that
organization kinks can be icot.
out during the remainder of th
quarter.
The proposed limited memberfor the rally
ship amendment
group has been tabled by th,
Student Council until the nest
meeting. The committee must
,
Candidates Report , delay this phase of the reorganitat ion until the proposal is etthc:
Will all ASH candidates, whose’
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Petitions
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&Ilonaj information for coverage’
publicity, welcoming athof the ASH election.’.?’stunts.

Return Petitions
A reminder to all prnspectiie
.A.IR candidates that the) must
has,. their petition, comply t...1
and in the bilk in the stmlent
nion tas 3 p.m. tod..s. a as is- ’1.11 ii
Rash King chief htstice

’ ’

groups should attend the remainder of the meetings this quatio
added.
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Coffee Spot
peration %Tittles’ Man Local
Caters to Culture
Daily Instructs Air ROTC Clans on Campus
triday, May 11 1951
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By CLIFF MAJERSIK

JOSE STATE COLLEGE

By CARL IFERNA:.aDshEiSngtrz
A group of 25 Air Force C-47 transports composed the original
Among the numerous " f
ROTC,
bordering
houses"
ol Son Jos* 5rro canna., ylocop1 Solorday and
P..o
dal, by M. Assecmed SuSonts
Berlin airlift task, according to Capt. John W. Thompson, Air
.loy
b.
Me calorie fOf all, ono ow* during each 1,1.1 41041
and former "Operations Yittles" pilot. Later, a group of square is the Sunnyland Foun.
instructor
Press of the Glob., Printing Co 1443 S. First striae+, San Joss
known as 1"aDriur ty
tarn,
it .,sgbmm..Doni
Est. 211 250 C -54’s gathered from all over the world joined in the task of.
CYposss 4 6414 Editor..1. Est. 210 Advertising Dept..
"Dirty
,,c,;ption roc.. $2 SO per year or $1 per quarter for non ASII card holders.
transporting 81,000 tons of food and supplies a day for the Berlin I. comparable to a New York
Greenwich Village spot.
-----Atinhabstants, he said.
PETER C. EDMONDSONBus. Mgr.
JACK GALLAGHEREditor
Here are found the unshaven,
It Inas with this crimp that
Ed Roper
Makeup Editor this issue
Captain Thompson arrived in Eu- chain-smoking tudents of jour .,,, Editor
Jeanne Thomas
Glees Drown , Society Editor
lope limn California to beconl, nallsm. They share the quiet
Sill Wald!
Jo. Shaskan , Wir Editor
r Dad. Ch...1
part t,1 this precision -like .11 r r uniting% with fUMOLIN
14114
Nancy Loughlin lacking* Editor
Jck Huls
e id Vs,
name, frinn the boards of the
,,peration
Crt Fend...dm Campus Editor
Ed Ropy
Little Theatre, and the strugGaynor.
U.
One day during the lift, the
gling Picasso,. and Dulls of to kiiinemaine toner cress heard
morrow. Dave’s is definitely
the pleas, "Send up a KIPs trurk
the cultural center of the camor let me down." It came from
pus,
’mon. st ho had
( naafis T1
’,an Jose State
students have a stake in the preservation
.’
The journalism students afirr
been circling the airfield at an
; the tenure code. A
gh we do not believe that recent action
assigned Ii’. .4 in a heasy fog laboring for long afternoons over
administration ,,...lates this code, many persons do. Their
steaming typewriters and clutfor riser an hour and his ga
tered desks, slump casually into
tr, .401nts have brought a point to mind.
gauge indicator ssas non firmly
(Rear booths
the rear booths.
anchored at tens.
In 19411 the tenure code was written into the California Educa
nil’ land then.- the are chosen so that the bleary
let
r.ode. Those who were attempting to further academic freedom
instructor said. "It was a ease of bags under their eyes will go
/,...atked a sigh of relief. After a probationary period of three conattracting their attention or they unnoticed.) Their pockets bulge
, .Atlee years, a teacher‘hired for the fourth year would be granted
would forget about you up there," with week-old notes and pencils
1 4,00.
.fhereafter, the code stated, he could be removed only for
he said. (in days when a heavN vkith broken points. Here in the
because no funds were available for his employment.
fog covered the airfield, which was -olitude of Dave’s. over countless
coffee, the problems of
not unusual, many planes would
AS far as assuring academic freedom, the adoption of such a
be stacked up over the base at dif- the world are discussed and
.s a great stride forward. No longer need highly trained, intelli((Tent levels.
American teachers and investigators heed the demands of pubAnother clan trequentin.
"Saying you were low on gas
’pinion, Of cater to the whims of politicians.
eotoposed of the Bette
Dave’s
meant nothing to the tower cress
Universities and colleges exist to promote inquiry, to advance
Devises, Alfred Louts. and Bugs
since they he a rd it so often,sum of human knowledge, to provide general instruction to stuBunnies of the future. They
Captain Thompson said.
t %PT. J. VI. 1110MrsciN
ts, and to develop experts for various branches of the public serventer will’ a flourish of sweepCalled to the Berlin duty fr
thins. talking continuing
.
An atmosphere of freedom is essential for the achievement of
his station at Fairfield-suisim,
ously. This faction gathers at
c. purposes. The Tenure law provides freedom to pursue inquiry
Captain ’Etiontpssun expected a
the front of the establishment,
I to publish its results. It permits students to be confident of their
serx brief stay in Berlin. His
sitting near the windows, hoporders called for 45 days temintellectual integrity.
ing that 440111114 talent scout will
!Hirers duty and doubting that
With Tenure
part of the code, students can be certain a pro"discover" them.
the ’operation would still he in
I. stew is expressing himself fully and frankly.
The third group of inhabitants
tffect 11). the time he got there,
A report On academic freedom and tenure by committee of In Campus 1,I e
,er) lightly. This are the art lovers, refugees from
the field trips to Alviso.
.he American Association of Univetsity Professors stated: "The proper
ion was one of his hieThese brush -toting indivithaals
This business of ballyhooing all ’gest mistakes, he %a I 11. The ’
‘ ,Ifillment
the work of the professorate requires that no fair.
are inclined to he morn re..,,oded person shall find any excuse for even
suspicion that the; American institutions from the operation had yet to reach its
strained. They speak only when
...rances of university teachers are shaped or restricted by thellU’Y Scouts to the fire depart- peak when he arrived.
certain da:s: of the
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!Iment, not of professional scholars, but of inexpert and possibly 1I ment on one
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gets a little wearing, but over ficrmany is awful," the capt-1
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traditionally the "hucksters" .011 am explained, "and I had brought
dened by the iMpleMPiltot of
dful, in Owe interest of society at large, that what PURPORT T
out their pictures of dear old only t hree summer khaki uni-I their pride...ion, the easel. the
ME CONCLUSION of men trained for . . . the quest for truth, Mums, dust off their handy -dandy
forms." In his haste to pack he reams of sarimis art papers,
IN FACT BE THE CONCLUSION of such men, and not echoes pocket dictionaries of adjectives
also failed to include any extra’ Pencils, pens, praisers, Inks. etc.
..p.nions of the lay public, or of the individuals who endow or dcsigned to turn the stomach, and neckties. At that time he gave
This grout: seems to live an
’age universities.hope that advertisers’ receipts the matter little thought, but it unhappy existence,
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l.berty in teaching what one believes -may sometimes lead to will noon with sales .4 candy. soon proved to be a major prob- slaves to their work.
!lowers. and nylons.
Into this small establishment
lem, un arriving, he found that
yet it is better that sofAllo should
be tolerated than that all
Whist Vie are after. however. he could not beg, borrow, or steal called "Dirty Dave’s" are mixed
,Id think and speak under the deadening influence of repression. Is as little scoop on the college a tie from anyone or any place. segments of Bohemian and cossihe 1141/4441 fit int.. the "They weren’t to be had," he com- mopolitan atmospheres. It is the
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Sunday, 11:00 ens., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dana. of Church School
No.f.d., 7.10 p.m., Prear
Collage Ag Group: "Senior B. Y."
6 IS Sunday evenings. The group
I... aid* /mem meetings each Sunday night. Out sid speakers are
brought in from time to time. A varie+y of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. One Sunday
month Om group gen to the
Odd Fellows Homo to hold sorviess.
TI.. group lso sponsors othsw aciivilie, as th need arises.
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Delegates to Model U.N. _
Review for Student Y
By JOANNE WILSON
A very realistic picture of the United Nationsits problems and
means of combatting themwas presented to members of the Student Y Wednesday evening by four delegates to the model United
Nations held recently at Stanford university.
Maurice Duke, Lare Gabriel, Chuck Benson and Torn Cameron,
in tubers ca the Inn.’ national
lations club, discussed, in turn, the,
pioblems they faced in representtog either France or Saudi-Arabia
at
their respective committee. ’xi
meet ings.
’

Fresh Prepare
or Barbecue,
Dance at ’Dobe

Lare Gabriel. French repre%putative to the political and security commission and chairman
:of the sub-conunittee of that
commEssion, described her position at the conference as "very
nerve-wracking. especially when
you are unfamiliar with parlianientary law."

PreparalleinS for the I reshman
spring dance and barbecue, which
will he held at Adobe Creek lodge
on Friday, May 25, are definitely
underway, according to Tom Hervey, freshman council member.
Open to all member, of the
freshman class, admission is 90
cents, which can b.- paid at the
entrance to the lodge. Tickets
for the barbecue, which are 60
cents per person, will he on sale
Monday by the library arch.
Act’s it ies including swimming
and games will begin at 5:30 p.m.,
with the barbecue slated for approximately 7.30 p.m.
The possibility of a name band
appearing at Adobe Bowl that evening was mentioned by Mr. James
F. Jacobs. freshman ads iser. Following the barbecue, dancing will
continue until 12 o’clock.
Committees tor the event are"
Charles Luckhardt, general chairman: food, Kay Griffith, Diane
Norris. Carol Paige, and Jean
Fred
advertising.
Fitzgerald;
Gras_sle, Tom Berrey. and Virginia
Cross. In charge of ticket- ie,e
Bernice Rapley, Bart liaminenel
and Josephine Sealetta.

Miss Gabriel related the difficulty in opposing the Russian delegation, represented by Stanford
University, which was "constantly
bombarding the. meeting with
phrases atiout
imperialists
in
Korea."
Tom Cameron, chairman of the
Security Council. explained the
importance of this council, which
is one of the main divisions of the
I .N. lie discur,sed the attempts
ol the council to pass a proposal
for "cease fire" in Korea which
was stymied it) the Russian &legation.
The proposal ..a finally 1141,...he said. when the Russians
re "sleeping’. -Being refused
a r. -ount b
t he’ chairman."
(ale-’ ’on added, "the Russian
del, gation naturally walked
out."
A few of the San Jose delegates
represented Saudi -Arabia. Charles
Benson acted as chairman of that
deleer,ation. "(Inc college was unable to attend." Benson said. "so.
after some quick research, we took
over. A definite problem arose,"
he continued. "as Saudi -Arabia’s
foreign policy is opposed to that
of France. Therefore, the two of
us conflicted in every instance."
Maurice Duke, chairman of the
French delegation, discussed the
problems of the economic and social commission, which, he said,
"dealt primarily with the rehabilitation of Southern Korea."
Duke also described the meetings of the General Assembly
and explained how outside caucuses were essential to gain cooperation between countries.
A question period followed the
informal talks, during which queries concerning the general ptocedure of the U.N.. the position of
India, and the problem of Red
China were zolswered.
Gordon Shouldiee, program
chairman, acLd as moderator for
the’ group.

Suddy

MURRAY. Ky. (UP) A huge
tree has been discovered in a
swamp near here. At one foot
above the ground the circumference is 68 feet 18 inches. The tree
is 140 feet hoh and is estimated
eon years old.
to be about
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FOR RENT
Apartments for rent. College
boys. 544 S. 7th St.
Rooms for rent. College boys.
1 or 2 Kit, Priv. 421 S. 11th St.
CY 5-1573.
Suitable tor 1 or 2 working or
college people. 1 rm. turn. apt.
Private entiance, bath, and kitchenette. Utilities incld. $12.50 per
week. CY 4-1162 or CY 2-7197.
Girls cuing to summer school?
Stay at Be Ile Manor, boaid and
ioom. $15 per week. 260 S. Ilth
St.
Attention Boys: Room for 2
boys, half block 114:in college. Livlog room, shower, kitchen. Mrs.
Lewis, 35 S. St Ii St.
FOR SALE
Men’s chronograph wrist watch
I new e, $28
Ideal dun’ a stop
watch is needed. CY 5-2731. W.
Spartan Cit) Apt 8, S. 7th.
Piano accordion PM bass, full
iize, like new. Below one-half
nrice $160. CY 5-3172. 161 Spartan
City.
MAN1 ED
Camp Coonselor, single man, 21in pet’. ate’ ramp for junior boys
in Sierras. July or August only.
Just a vacation, with some- pay
and some training. Communicate,
Director. Box 356, Palo Alto

0 t oki the
(By United Press)
U.S. Not Ready for Reds
WASHINGTON. Defense secretary, George C. Marshall, said
yesterday, he believes "the American people are on the side" of the
government in its refusal to hazard a general war for which the
country is not prepared.
Testifying before a Senate committee investigating the removal
of Gen. MacArthur from his command in the East, Marshall stated, "The country is simply not in
a position to risk Soviet intervention. ’
Marshall said the country is
building up its strength as rapidly as it can, but that Congress is
"holding up our basic plan" -the
military manpower bill which is
now stalled in a House-Senate
conference committee.
Churchill Blasts Labor Govt.
LONDON.
- Former British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
told the House of Commons yesterday that Britain’s continued
diplomatic recognition of Communist China has become "illogical"
and is making it difficult for the
western allies to form a cle ac and
strong polies’ in the Orient.
ileSe accusaChurchill made
tions after the British government
admitted sending S357 million
. worth of goods to Communist
China since the outbreak ot the
Churchill accused
Korean war.
the labor government of pursuing
a Far Eastern appeasement poficc
-

SAP( RWICISCO KRaSUBY SAN JOSS

Phi Delhi it eipp(l
7’f) litompr 1leciiii.,
’ith Ladies’

101

Armed Services, according to a bulletin prepared by Dr. Sta-4...,C.

Benz, Dean of men. The proposals
coming from each house are identical. According to the bulletin
these are:
(1) Students who are regularly enrolled in full time college
or university courses, and who
are making satisfactory progress will be deferred until the
end of the academic year.
:2: A local board is prohibited
from calling any registrant for
induction who has not reached his
19th birthday until all of the 1925-year-old registrants within the.
board’s jurisdiction have been ordered for induction.
13r Students who have been or
who are hereafter accepted tor enrollment in the ROTC, and ()the e
reamenized officer piocuremeiet or
traiiiiiie programs, are to he dc fit-rid so long as they fulfill the
requirements of their contract...
with the armed service’s, and sec
long as they are within such :lumbers as are authorized to, the Secretary of Defense.
It Continuing the authorit.
granted in the existing selecti..serxice Act, the President is authorized to provide regulations
for the determent of ".tns Category or categories of student’,
for such periods of time as h..
deems necessary."
(51 Married men throuvh
years old who are- non -y/ is and
non -fathers are elluOtil. for th.
draft.
The dean ell ves all stud: nts, C.
eardless of class standing, irchat
ing all memla/rs of the ROT(
whose deferred status is not cc;
/: ;
tae. to take the. &fon:.

COTY’S SET 1.50
Toilet Water
and Talc

plohlrrus

ce S .,e
,

.1, rel

_

Revlon "Touch and Glow"
-Patter-Puff’
Powder Base $110

Choice Whitman’s and Johnston Candles
P. G & E
bi,Isreey be
paid here

I.3S up

armiitran_gii
( - --PHARMACY

10th & WILLIAM

Open ’till 10 p.m.

CARE y-

QuA

CYpress 2-550:

kl, k OPENING

! TONIGHT!
John & Al’s

(it/it/cit.;
Free Pizza for All
14’s "party time" tonight at

the SPARTAN GARDENS.
Free pizza, music, dining and

crowd that will be heading
east on Julian TONIGHT.

Easy Parking

!It:11411W.

1-7CoS

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
e:

-4’111e11

-

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

EIMMUM

Two Art Majors
To Represent SJS
At ( OP Meeting

that may wreck the "wh,,le
world".
Picket Judy Holliday Performance
NEW YoRK. -- CO) (.’...ntee.
-fl: theater patrons gave Judy He
Two Art .1: ’,so :mew sti.,i.
day a warm applause last ni.;ht
- .---’
for her performance in the pla) will lit:vs.:it :-!-::
.
"Dream Girl". Outside the Hee ti- lege tomorrow at
ter, six men were handing out the northern sect :!.. I
!’
leaflets which identnied Mis- Hol- eltie’ Arta association cc r
liday as a member, batian, and
, being held at College ot r Ii, i
"
"
"
cific, Miss Clara PoarieM. a.; cf. organizat ions.
partment
seciagaty,
d
Lower Toll on Ray Spans?
SACRAMENTO. -- If the State cesterday.
Martha handing and lela
takes over the San Mateo-Havlet
ward and the Dumbarton toll netsky will join detect:lb,
bridges, the toll may be reduced , San Francisco State eoliege Coe from 50 cents to 35 cents, a State Ikge ot the Pacific-. and Ile- te;:Division of Highways spokesman lege of Arts and Crafts in a isieee.I
said yesterday. If, as the High- idiscussion on the topic "’re ...her
way department believes, traffic Morale from the Stud/ tit T. .4e-ilincreases on the two spans, the 1 em’ to the Practicat T.
..//
northcin
toll eventually may be lowered to
rifle Arts associate, ..
25 cents.
Mr Milton 1.anpu,, cc
House to Investigate Sports
act at
- The lions.
WASHINGTON.
Monopolies subcommittee will etvestipate sports such as baseball
basketball. and football The fo-1
issue taken up will he organized
baseball’s reserve clause-. The r. serve clause in a plaNer’s contract
gives a baseball club an option et
i.,/t I
the palyer s service in the Mte.
after the contract expires
player cannot play elseo-h
Iless he is granted a waicer
The irtquiry will start in vatic Nieht. aceeeidtrie to Dr
nsen. professei
1June, the subcommittee announced
p:10:!.rain
yesterda)
:,,
’111. affair is s.
’la) 17. at
etatol in Slitila
G111.S1 speak.: x.:II be lit_
.1.,
Nfacr..nnell, asso
iStant.lid unit et set and ,te

dancing all highlight the
grand opening. Join the

"MUSIC IN A ROYAL MANNER"

ARTISI MANAGEMENT

wtre

3

Ile will Is. intiodne../1 h.
cstrting ioastmast. 1, llontel
mirk, superintend: nt of Sari;
Finally, the much debated -Universal Military Training and Sere - Cruz schools.
ice Act" has passed both houses of Congress. The bill is now being
Music b) various Santa Ctee
considered by the Conference Committee of the Committees on tuotips: will complete the: proaran

LATES1 MODELS WITH KEY.SET TABULATORS

,
BRENT WILSON

0

Congress Passes 1711T. -let
Now in (:anunittee 1)efers
Satisf(tett)rvs Stu(letits

"Better Your Grades Through Typing"

70 V
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I icrliangt l’a;fe

Texas Boy’s
Sit Spe- ed-up Called Likely Butane Fuel
(- Tops Beats Petrol
I, 1,tm
Tad-No hi \
11.44 Says Nix; Colleire Folks
ri.

IThere’s talk in college envies
JACK HULSE
that it might he a good idea to
11.44. the accelerated piogram use,1
during the last was Here is an
object ton is.. Dean Keniston of
the University of Michigan1Nothing short sit compl,to moti.e college.
bilization 11htitild
and univ,rsit se’s to iveSlitTle the
aceelerated program’s that v.:,.
used during the last war.
Hayward Kemston Si! the’ rn,"
Inn,
I
,its of ...ecsit7. of Michigan
(IT:
Student as weIl as faculty get
0: Hedy toeif demonstrations at 1.,. An tit ed
Physically and mentally
0.
.1frife.
(’it y college nen. mink
sta..
the acc.leratili -18-week.
t -,-rn
vent
ly h
II,,,,. Hien ss ISO said they under
he
progI arm
three -term -a -year
-fleet meeting there
tsged
claimed.
1:itucation is not a machine
iirtscens.- Iinniwinn said, ;11111
IA Dere, twi ha.. Kos ed that
.1 Der’s on strain Iles elops in to dents 551,,, are Ionlving under
the accelerated program.
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Cot Frustration?
Ilave a (;nul,,,tre Dal
Goodti -- Mop!

S*iiiIiii Police Station
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (UPI. So
many children are enrolled in the
church school at St. Luke’s F:piscoWhen the I teltas and Thetas pal church that the overflow meets
square off for their mudfights in the Mountain Brook police situ at Colorado U. when 100 grudge lion,
fr..:lits take place in one day
then it’s Grudge Day- at that
college.
Students at Colorado figure
that this grudge -fight busines.,
lets students relieve 1,
of a year’s pent-up I:
in one fell swoop. For a bi:.
fir sanity
period. insanity
372 SOUTH FIRST (Upstairs)
reigns.
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SNACK OP- BILLIARDS

Home Delivery
si
CV 2-8772
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I 73

Excellent Food

\es attrait
5 P.M. -I A.M.
Sat. ’till 3 A.M.

Open
Every Night

Clara

W.

Tired of Superlatives?
right. regarding Mr. Anthony’s
let’s just say: You will enjoy the
friendly service; the prices: the varied selections and, above all, you
will enjoy the food.
All

Club Setak

1.10

Spaghetti

.75

Ravioli

.75

Antkcnti4

Ir.
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tilTs and 1919 the
number of Oxford undergraduate:
’ %.% ho disposed of themselves was
elesen times higher than that fif
the corresponding "civilian" age
gtfitip outside the 0y -colored, and
se%enteen times that of the sarnf
aVe gioup in the aimed servict
Ihrring this time the nine suic!des
accounted tor more than a quarter of all the deaths at Dxford
This proves. says Parnell. "that
suicide is actually a special hatard of student life."
He also explained that more
dian half of the students uho
stayed away from classes more
than a term are mentally ill.
iol
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Student drives butane car. May you’ve heard somebody say, "Now
you’re cooking with butane."
Charles Davis, a student at the
University of Texas. has changed
that. NOW he’s driving with butane and finds it good for operating his 1999 model car.
Davis won awards from an engineering society for installing the
butane unit in his car. He said
he gets about 12 miles to the gallon in town and butane costs only
10 to 12 cents a gallon.
-I have to change the oil only
once or Mkt. a year," the NaS y
veteran reported. "Von see, toe
tane is such a perfect internal
e
bust ion fuel that no carbon
-forms in the internal workings
of th,. ingine and no water gets
into the motor oil because MI tam- aporizes before it enters
the carburetor."
The pressure tank on his car
holds 25 gallons of butane, but
he can switch over to ga.solin r
he runs out of the liquified
at least until he reaches a butar,
dealer.
The unit on his cat- cost about
$200, but he plans to install a
new one for about $135.

tlich is kicked
Cokiege
around from mouth to mouth as
the happiest time in your life.
itai ocis just loaded with a
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Paper Due? Forget Express Your
lArtistrv;
. . Here’s How k Ming Tree
Ry .1.1t It BARRINGER
Ilsr.it you ever had a paper that
ad to he turned in the next day
or a certain number of pages that
had to Ix. read for a test and
wished you knew how to go abeut
the al t of concentrated study?

, self in a room, preferablv your
bedroom. You roust hake dna it
lighting to read by, so disconnect!
the radio and electric clock. D.g
tsour closet until you find a six-:
foot extension cord. Plug in the:
extension with an undi:irsized bulb,
a blue one if possible. making sure
YOU plug the radio back into the.
socks t.

TOWN CLOCK

By JI-1.11’,4 BALDINI

RESTAURANT

A ming tree lists er gross s and I
nuke,- dies. It never has to bi
watered or cultivated. It just s.
and requires no work at all 7
maintain.
A little work, however, is
quired to assemble a ming tit
..
Materials net’ i
I have bad the,e problems
citimps of dji
and hate de: loped, through
Mus:c Helps
piece of branch.
constant research and f.bservaTurn the radio on, making cer-I ter of paris, hchen, and a b
tion, a method of study that will
tain that The program is the type rocks and sand.
bring desired results.
All of thrso can Is’ obtained
that plays nothing but jazzy recThe first step is to lock yourJirds through the wee hours of ;any variety store for loss than
First you must find a flat bi
the morning, since music is vet’
, in which to plant your tree. No ’n
helpful toward concentration,
; the branch, which is the frame
the tree. is painted a dark brekk ii
o w ots are ready to get
After it has
your books and climb into bed. with shoe polish.
It is helpful if a snack such as dried, three large nails are driven
cheese and crackers or pickle , into the base of the branch at a
and onion sandwiches is avail- horizontal angle.
Mixing plaster of paris. which
able to replenish t he enero
, dries very rapidly, is the next
used by your mental effort.

operation. It should be mixed in
Alter finishing the snack, pull an old bowl you no longer want.
back the covers and get into bed. ’ When it has become easy to work,
It is desirable to have not less pour it quickly into the flat bowl.
than three hours nor more than
The tree is then stuck into the
five pillows to keep your back ; wet plaster of paris at the angle
erect, since correct posture is it is permanently to have. Rocks
conducive to comfortable studying. are placed around the tree and
pushed into the wet plaster. Sand
Br Prepared
’ is then sprinkled on the plaster.
Make sure that you have pro- , The whole base is made to look
vided yourself with an ample sup- ;rough by scraping the plaster beply of cigarettes and matches, a fore it is thoroughly dry.
pitcher of water, a nail file, a
The moss is then wired on: as’deck of cards, and bubble gum. ranged so it looks attractive. The
Take your book and open it to the wire holding on the moss is then
lesson for tomorrow, all the while covered by lichen, which is glued
snuggling down between the over it.
sheets.
. Some trees are mad.. to look
When you wake up the next aft- more ornate by placing a little
ernoon. you will have missed the Chinese figure in the plaster by
t he tree. It will look fine on your
class you didn’t study for, hut new television set or in some dark
you
will
think of how refreshed
tir
corner, as an expression in
feel after getting all that sleep! I artistic ability.

MARINER Nice catch, this stream
lined swim job in Nylastic . . . a
snug fitting fast-drying blend of Ny
Ion, efan and Acetate Rayon, done
in the striking Jantzen.exclusive hand screened Marina print. Speed -cut
legs, secret inside key. pocket, end
built-in supporter for attion comfort
You’ll like the perfect waist fit provided by the concealed drawcord.

Magenta, green, blue. 28-38. 6.95

SU 1 11

Money and matriculation seldom mix.
At least, that’s what most college students have discovered.
Chief among the problems of degree-seekers seems to be how to,
make money reach.
It isn’t the incidentals that cause so much worry; it’s the big
----shills. How to meet the three ma,::
costs, textbooks, living away from
home, and party -time. is one sit
I he major considerations of the
;minus crew.
Textbook prices are high. Rig
savings can be made in this department only by boycotting the
books. The student who does so
will have no need for said printed
material before long: the) still
have no place in his lilt’ as a
street cleaner.
Many dollars also go to pa) rint
and
,aid food costs. The student can
fel use to pay rent, in which case
will be street -singing "Let Me
In". Or he can go on a starsalion diet, takine the easy %sirs ou.

Op

Forest Pool
NOW OPEN
At Boulder Creek
...c1111111/11111r/
In fresh’
mountein water
out in the open.

A Choice Spot
for Sreak Days

Santa Cruz
Beach
Plunge

Swim

OPEN
DAILY
12 P.M. TO 10 P.M.

It’s Always
Warm Here
Santa Crux Seaside Co.

BOB BERRY
and his orchestra
alum(’
Every Saturday Night

Pier Bath House
--At Cowell Beach --

Chinese

FISH AND CHIPS
Curlique Potatoes

LUNCHEON

DINNERS

Pacific & Front
Santa Cruz

Opposite Casa del Rey

1390 PACIFIC AVENUE

Restaurant

At the Beach

109 CLIFF STREET

Dinrev

and Lunch Counter

7

Sarni

Lunch

TEACUP

American
Food

(06

Breakfast

Featuring lovely Ronnie Dexter

Campus Crew Finds the Same Old
%rimier to the Same Old Problem
It’s Santa Cruz
Time!

fsPiRTfi’s DM

Opposite the

Post Office Buildrng

Our Specialty
Hot wafer showers and dressing room
for your convenience.

Entrance to Wharf
Santa Cruz

Partt -time is another high
point im the debit side. "ill
WI.rk and no plat mak., tail, a
dull boy", guide its moult up-

porters.
T h e principal problem.
ii
fore, SPVMS to be not how to sit
down cost s but how to rats’
monf,y to enVer t he costs.
Three main methods has," is -en
used by San Jose-ites.
Maurice Moocher tried to
off his friends. Now he has witli. money nor friends.
Harry Hotshot tried gambling.
,lti,r,li%
After a
be race
I rack, he borroued name (coin
his date for the etrning.
Paul Practical got o job. He has

maintained independence, attained
experir nce. and gained money. In
addition he still has tun, for stud

and social lite.
Cipmain polls would rank his
method of rre, hog 1 he inonc.
% iirkalilc storki!.
protiletil
aim vs;itst II;
tact flic ’ .7
for h.
thi:t

*:q

I :11;.I,%n
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liTION U. ItEllAtis
NIA% 15 is the deadline tor
nting requisitions for sop
.;101’11rding
to Dr. D. V.
I II. oinan. A, bureau chief.

Now is the best time
to visit this
Outstanding
Restaurant
Zan Z

kocty

.7a113

This restaurant’s cuisine has been famous throughout
the Peninsula.
The beautiful dining room, open-air kitchen, terrace
room, and dance floor are designed to make your
evening a success.
Louie Zanze has 10 acres of magnificent floral lar
scape, including sunken gardens surrounded iy
numerous fountains and natural water folk.
This is trt.’y i’ne perfect spot to plan your nes’ s
cessful frAterlity or sorority patty.

4 Miles North of Santa Cruz
on the Los Gatos Highway

.414%
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Dr. trturo Fallico Sophs,FrosIs to Vie for Plaque
In Mixer (fame Series Tuesday
To Lecture at (
In June Sesion

,

F

One- Act PlaN s Conclude
11%% o-Ihn Run at Studio
s.,p4.

Attempts to rega;n or hold the Frosh-Soph mixer plague, awarded
athletic events, will feature the
to the winning class in competitive
activities of the Frosh-Soph mixer Tuesday.
afternoon
iate
1/r A, lure, B
Now in possession of the sophomore class, the outcome of the
professtir of philosophy, ssill repa m
which is a wooden shield Ivitib v,ainlieima.biztirest7IrnSinpedartabt: headixNori
plaque,
resent San Jose State crill..ge during the Pacific Centennial Knowles
softball game, mixed volley ba,
lectures at College of the Pacific
games and a pie eating comes.
in Stockton beginning June 8.
held in the area adja" cent to it,
Over GO California colleges will
Men’s gymnasium at 3:30 p.m.
send representatives from their reSeymour Abrahams. sophonun.
spect is e ph IlOSOphy departments
ela-ss president. urged that a
tan) of those in attendance will
Eight pledg.s of Pi Oniega Pi, many freshman and sophomor
aspects
read Paz
0’ national business education honor- students as possible show up is.
on van8
philosophy. Dr. Fallico reported ar, fraterni_y, will undergo in- order to make the mixer a succes
Ifi said that he would
recently
The number of volleyball gam.
formal initiation tonight, accorda,
conduct
one or
he SeSSIC4113
inc to Cora Perez. vice president.. will depend on the representatior
which one of th. papets will be
is set for the Stu- of students, he added.
Ciremony
presented
In the evening a dance ’will
Congregational .
Center,
dent
Fallicii also resealed that
held in the Student Union begirchurch, at 7:30 p.m.
he would be a visiting member of
Miss Perez is in charge ot the fling at 8:30 and lasting until IT
the University of Southern CaliRefreshment chairman is: p.m. A juke box will provide th
affair.
fornia philosophy faculty during; mrs. Dorothy Brown
music,
the corning SUM/7111’ SW,
Arrangements are being made
Formal initiation of the pledges
will be next Friday at the Little to obtain entertainment, Aim,.
barns stated, but the plans to-e no’
Village in Los Gatos.
Pledges are Douglas Batt. Soph- definite.
ie Leos. Dolores MacDonald. RobPetersen. ’
Daniel
ert
Marquis.
Eugene.
Sampson.
T hendor e
in. Earl Atkinson. hi -ad of the Worthington, and Ruth Vail.
(’hi Pi Sigma and Theta Chi are

By RICH JORDAN
one .-ct plays closad a two-day run in the
play]nq to e packed house cn both occasions.

4,1

r.-eate,

Pi Omega Pi Fetes
Initiates Tonight

Leonard Weiss, who were malt;ng their
proved that their dramatic talent is not limited
is hes, known for his performances

F...4r
directe.r..

Student
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shies1111%.. is an opcii
to
to,
all
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department. and Dr
Milburn Wright, associate Professor of commerce, will meet tomorrow with representatives of other
northern California schools of busitIP6:1
administration to discuss
curt...tit problems.
Meeting plane is the Conference
room, second floor of the Delia
Walsh Administration building, at
the Cniversity of Santa Clara
Beginning at to a.m.. the &aCUSSi011 will center around emergency and curriculum problems.
Specific topics are enrollment. acCelerated pr grafts s, required
courses, core piogram, teacher
loads, and general business curriculum
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"While there are only 12 openings
let t
in
Dr
McCallum ’.
group:* Miss Curtis said. "there
are still many vara"cies for those
desiring room and board tacitities "
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Pants - Skirts
Sweaters
{Blouses

One factor, of course, is the
enormous increase in employin.
Jobs are easy to get, and at
wages Young folks who have 1111
a casual interest in college, might
well take a job; it would be good
for them
Experience in a job, tam thr. armed forces, encourages
clear thinking, and t hey come
back to college with a grim de -
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Within Your

Voluntary enlistments are coming in so rapidly these days that
calls upon the draft are getting
less.
I wouldn’t be surprised it
we had more students next year
than this.

Cotton’s
Hickory Pit

DIERKS

with ho atom

II %R.D-1
Aar.% e

"Quality

.VITIS,11.11 IS 11’14’

Vied love to hove
Coffee and Donuts at

41s cont. -cte.

According to Mr Crummey’s reto
PI1
thv
club, wt. ate
getting ready for war at a faster
clip than last time. We are pretty
good now, and getting better every
fly 1953, we’ll be ready for
dal
anything. II don’t want to silo, we
"can lick the world." Presut ,,
Teddy
Roosevelt, when vies,
German army maneuvers. said I..
Emperor Williany "William, with
such an army, you can lick the
world." And Willie believed him..

Evelyn Wet
ot art
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Xlich
Item
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411iector ow? the Institute of Ai t Edu- The 1. niVersity of Nlichigan will
cation in Berkeley, still speak in .’.induct a year’s research into the
changes
caused
hy
the [Attie Theatei Thursday at heredilai)
11 :111 a in , Miss Clara Bianchi. itiornic radiation under a $21.oni;
ant fnini the Atomic Energ,
11111.1 t.Xrt department Stel’ri:10
1....111111,siorl
Ia.
James V ti.-al.
...(1 yesterday
townie]. 14111.411.’ consultant III :1
de
Schaelce
,t1Itly
It11. 1-ft..11, of
II
loer an illustrated lecture on "Air
mope it :ince -lama Arai Nag.’ ik: atomic I%.i.
and the I .ay man
%sill lead the I ’,lei -1
it San
Stall’ 1.01111:1. has hem)

Chinese Dinners
2.50 for 2 or 3

IT HAS BEEN SAID

Amour.
ursehres

Ka Dr. T. W. Macquarrie
We have had some real Airily
termination to make the old body
brass on the campus lately, which
work.
That is eseccialla , so it
wasn’t brass at all, but silver.
..they have acquired a family in th..
I asked several of them what meantime. which has often beer
their estimate was of an all -nut just that
war next year, and in every case
they answered, -highly doubtful.’
- %LI, GARMENTS INSURED Some of them even suggested
that conditions in Kotra might be
Non..
’bettered co aisiderably
thought our old world would be at
peace, but they looked for imprOVWITWIlt

% 1.%k lal%111(11’S ar. ay ailable
in Dr A. G. McCallum’s cooking
group fur the West Coast Nature
] schools session at the alendocina
Woodlands, Miss Barbara Curtis.
regist at’. reported yesterday.

1{ti1iir.t --Luc UiII ,t.

REN

II

!tied for first place in the Spar Ten membership contest. Each o,
ganization has turned in II sal.’ stubs.
The Spar -Ten committea
. all students arid organizations ti
!turn in ticket stubs and money t.
the Graduate Manager’s office as.
soon as the memberships are sold

st

ju
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Bec:ause of the popularity for
tiLltuie
Ph.between-quarters
school shown in the past, a $15.
,
lion1
NI 1’. Ie
deposit must be made upon regis-.
trien a Nan
Dation. Mee: Curtis explained.
e .!
Was
ala
campus
Th school will he in session for,..t. I is intersiewing simior 4.n
the week of June 17-23 Two units.
tn..
maims tor I:11.11141i la.tk
of Natural science credit are given
it t1
Point yard
otll pletum of tlu.
for SUITISAUI
Mt
.herstood Beady. asistard
course
that
said
.1 engineering.
’110 11.11 41 1.1in-will:disc postitedi Applications will he accepted at
that
.tit
to: the Natural Science office in per.neineer graduates
Ii, son. or by mail, Miss Curtis said.
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Mad Hatters Hop ...

%PART

By RosiER BELL
’Tis bandied around campus that
there was a bright little met
here recently. Ile had graduated
from a little high school in a
little hamlet in the south of the
state. Not content with just graduating, as most kids are who an,
just donating their time in a
little school in a little hamlet in
the south of the slate. Dinkus
graduated, or was graduated (as
journalism professors say- in their
more professorial moments. magna cum laude. Don’t ask us what
that means that’s what it said
on the diploma
pliShI
After such an AVE
ment as that (graduating), mom ’
and pop nen* favorably Impressed. They decided Dinkus
ought to graduate from college in the tame nat any nay.
thes nanted him to go ID a
higher institution.
Dinkus hadn’t even had his first
shave yet, but he was shipped
off amid much tearing of hail
and no little amount of parental
directives, such as: "Now don’t
smoke, dear, and don’t drink any
beer. Dinkus and he sure to be
in bed by eight, and. Dinkus. girls
only waste your time, and they’re
very expensive ways 14 relaxation, and they probably smoke
and drink, and they’ll interrupt
your studying, and they’re distracting, and sometimes. depress -

HAT TeRS.
HOP
-1
tifir.1-4(

-4
411111.44;.,

4"

t411.1f

rt:11".’

‘klj

H SRD-WORKING Social Affairs emmnittee members are pictured
above ’seated around a poster for the "Mad Hatter’s lior tonight
at the Civic auditorium from 9 p.m. to I :CM. Rearing samples of
some of the crazy hats to be entered in the contest for the $3 11141%
firms merchandise gift order to be given awas are, from top right,
liff Lindsay, put-died> chairman; Alice linos n, t buck Ming, Betts
D.trendinger, MOP Myekoff, Delon. Peterson, and Ron LaMar.
photo by Gilmore

Balloons, Hats, Confetti
Set Scene at Civic ’Hop

,

By JACKIE ERICKSON
gaily -colored banoonsi
dropded from the ceiling !
iiil a riot of crazy hats and a
’ic/if serpentine at an undissum, 500

IBM Period
Looms Again

closed how- tonight between 9 and
1 a.m. when the "Mad Hatter’s
Hop" owns at the Civic Auditorium’
Dancing to the music of Howard
Frederick’s 12 piece orchestra at
the Civic will be couples from
,*.an Jose State college svho have
la-en looking fors-ard to the So -1I
’WI Affairs committee’s spring
sport affair.

One ASH card per couple and i
a cra zy hat apiece an. all that
is required for admission to the
funfest. "Home matte hats are
preferred hut anv hat, including,
’ rooters’ caps, nlIl do,- accordIIIM*: are designed to find out
in
g t
Cliff 1 i d
publ’ ts
all about YOU, not about the hogo
’ n "
’ "i
chairman
for the
dance.
flash tbat the instructor has sug:
ce:ted that you shady.
Top drawims card for the hop
is a $5 merchandise gift order
First of all, answer all piesfrom Roos Bros for the two
Guns no matter how much sou
eraziest hats worn ha one member
ma’.resent the Interference int,,
of each sex during the evening.
toot. personal life.
"Ifats will he judged on originI
Name . . . use real name
workmanship, and those
ality.
(no aliases, please).
with the most fantastic and com’!) Address .
. IMP local ad- ical qualities," declared Linrisas.
dress, so that they can send
The judges, three distingyou Usage Usti.- Hue two-byuished businessmen from wellfours. (Do not become con known San -lose establishments.
(used and use address of parwill ’select the %sinners. accordents’ home or sour h Oirlf-34 %A asing to Alice Hayes. committee
liom-honie, the local hangout)
chairman.
’ N
’his one is eas.
Five girls and five boys will
I
rhoiee of only
!
DU
not shy away Ise chosen arbitrarily by- the judges
it’
. no yeses. nos, will be asked to come on stave
circulating among the crowd and
n*.s.
with their hats for everyone to
Non for the meat of the is - SIP. Then the judges will ehoost
me . . . the instructions from the two winner: wilt, n ill 1. prethe prof. Dell tell sou that this :,nted nith the prize.
is an hour P %NM (more speedThe judges. Laurence Berti
i, ails defined: three hours nork
and Mr. and Mr.. Roy Illasen.
lo he done in on, hour.)
tvaluate. he’ll say. This means of Ilavenls F’,,,, its will he
gisen scrolls for their assist e the instructor’s opinion on
awe
subyect.
a oh an ASH rani
"Everyone
I .1 -..cuss the subject. This means
V I
clown ever :11:n you know, and a cra7y hat is welcome a
the "Mad Hatter’s Hop- tonight.
be subject.
N’Iff sod!
declared Miss Haves
With the recent
hilI4’ (’d3 upp:rrn ost
I -’ads, 11
few hints
r . when the IBM’s
r 14ht be in order,

issuance pf
in students
on what to
loom again

un ion t: i,., 1:,
The 114:,1
magazine is expected to go on
sale on the campus next Wednesday, N11 16, according tat pt
James 4) Woosi, professor of English.
The Reed
he sold at three
p
Inent locations on the campus, and it is estwcted that
the edition of 700 Copit, a dl
Is- exhausted hs noon 5’.ediu-4day pufilication day.
Dr. Wood said that he hop,
this was’ the last issue of TI
Rued to he published The Ri:.:
always had been public,.
financial lacs, and an
lion of 5200 of student funds a,
Is- needed if the magazine is I,
he published next year," he said
The financial loss each year
a result of the 60 Cent publi,
cost and the 25 rent sales I...
of the magazine. So far,
Student Council has helped t,
nuet the deficit by an annii.,

areeyfi
Ilioad.ay’s Greatest
Siege flit’

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
May 11 & 12
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Ni.edlt-ss

to say, Ihnkus flunk

out
The president assumed ii
honor of telling the unfortunate
freshman. -It grieves nit’ " h..
said, "more deeply than I can
ever express to have.. to ask you
for your resignation. Mr. Time fiddler, You have shown that \
have the ability. Your record
high school proves this he’,
any kind of doubt whatssne. Too. I am deeply, sorry this
stitution is not the University
I.
Chicago, or at the v.ry
set up on the principle Ike
student is required to appeal ii
class onlv for exan,inations.
"I feel set-% son that you
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poisnts

Jo.*

see Dinkus didn’t
ingSeit.
!Shore a carrot with "Harhate notch ehokr in the matvey’ at 1st I, Santo Clara/
ter. As he said later. "I didn’t
knits% nhat-in-ell she nas talk
hug snout so 1 said, ’Sure, Mama. Dinkins left for a little
college in the nett -central sec than of the state.
To Dinkus mind, tho enlievu
teenled so big. As the antral, ,
Freudian psychologists would say
II,.’ pace and the place was nun,
than he was used to, and his mind
III
lust cracked up. Dinkus became
The AllifflOd Of Hester pAINORNIA 345 S. lit St.
N.
iiip
u
c
a
heller-alanit
a regular
CY 3-7007
CY 3-3616 U
Ile wouldn’t show up for class:
he just sat in the dingy old stu- an....’" "BEDTIME FOR BONZO
"THE GREAT CARUSO"
y
bridge
dent union and plaed
Mario Libras
The deans %sere going nut’..
-MRS. O’MALEE- Y & MR MALONE’
SUBJECTS
ALSO
SHORT
They shook their heads and said
to each other is it h honed
4005. 1st St.
lit at SariyS.121v4a7d7osr
heads, -Such a pits: it’s just
CY 4-0083
STUDIO’.
such a pity that slush a brilliant
youngster is picking up such
ROYAL WEDDING’
’THE MATING SEASON
had habits. We ;mist think of
With
a naa to get Dinkus TinkfiddMORE THAN A SECRETARY
John Lund Gene Ilersee
hr to class. Ile %sill not even
go to his class, "Analsnation
64 S. 2nd St.
57 N. lit St.
of ( oink Rooks" ansmore. And
CY 5-91193
5-9979
CY
Dr. Stinklehaus said that rim,’.
711 OCEAN DRIVE
-RIDERS Of THE PURPLE SAGE
st brilliant
fiddler at.’. the
Ake
student he eser had. Ile nent
Ake-to class ’.’.hen he first arrised.
CARRISOU TRAIL
’714E I AT flF THE DUANES"
It\ hard to understand." thes
S. Ist St
nould isas with puzzled voices.
263 S. lit St.

Co

SUP

The San

have passed your major,
poppy seed miser, nithout an’.
Ai -cording
1rouble nhattoetrr.
I.. ,our professors, Mr. Time
fiddler, sou are the niust Aril
Bent student ne hate et er had
enrolled tor that major, Good
hose, Sir. TinsefIddler. Mas the
cruel norld out there treat sou
kinder than this poor instills
Hon has done."
Thus it was, our poor diii
Tiniefiddler was kicked out. Th,
last a,. heard""T IL.
writing a column for W R
and compati
,;.;..
1’.
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uosidN. 11:it
pruned $1(10 but the delic,1
about $201,1
The bal.inc.. was
found, Dr. Wood said %%Oh the
help of the English departn!..,:t
and Pegasus the en_Tan,iatoe,...t .t
edits the nrig../in.
"It is doubtful if an% student
-h to
actisits contributes so
the permantnt %alio ot the -.l11r.
iege at so little cpense.
%%pod stated.
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Alpha Chi Omega
!folds Scholarship
Banquet at House

19ril

’Mich hi (anup’s
\minim! Prr.ideni

Big laugh event of the quarter
r the act Ives and pledges of
Ipha Chi Omega was the Schol’,1!thip Dinn,,r. an annual event
for the campus social group inaugurated to ’op the M., avertv.t,e,"

Sunda

No,

with
plehes
Members
and
grade point ouritas beliow a 1.4)
1.:It mush and attire themwlves
in Formal garb. Gals with 1.0
Ira 1.I averages arr twrved %no-tables and are allowed to come
RecipIn dressy sport wear.
ients of 11 to 1.9 averages get
*chicken dinners and show up
in campus clothing, while the
brains of the outfit eat juicy
steak and wear whatever they
please.
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Slurora Perez, standing; Jean
right, are
ley Wilson, Alice Brown, and Lou Weaver.
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’Orchid Ball’ Set
By Sigma Pi Tomorrow

Social agenda for the feminine
group also goes booming along
this quarter, with the gals holding joint functions with several
campus fraternial groups.
Swimming, dinner, dancing,
and entertainntent was highlight of the recent exchange
with the men of Delta Upsilon.
Wednesday night Theta Mu Sigma met with Alpha Chi thnega’s for an evening of joint
frolic. Corning up is an afternoon swimming party with Kappa Alpha, set for May 19 at
Initiation
the chapter house.
and a formal banquet will follow for the sorority women on
May 20.

Camilla Phi’s Hold
Joint Functions

The pledges of Gamma Phi Beta;
sorority held an exchange With
the Delta Gamma neophyte classi
recently, with both groups ad7 and 9
1)..1%%een
HMI
hrld
In .-..nrifict am with Iota chi:
journing to Alum Rock Park for
11.1 11/414
I..ii,u.r roo
night.
ter of SigIlla Pi at the Universe .
a barbeque.
than,,. tor Ow traditional afof California. the local Beta Eta
Hot dogs, tossed salad, and all
the
flower
of
chapter will bold their annual fair is the orchid,
the trimming were served, with
More than
"11,.chel Ball- tomorrow night at national fraternity.
the group ending the evening with
the ire%onshire Country club. The 1541 memlwrs from the two cama song feat. Actives and pledges
scheduled to begin at puses are expected to attend.
affair i
of Gamma Phi returned to their I
9 p
The "Orchid Rall’ is the Trachildhood last week when they
th
second
11144,011Ve
I ..r
ditional spring dance of Sigma
attended a kiddy party, hosted
ihr 1%111 Ntg111:1 Pi chap%..or
Pi, and this is the seconil year
Ii
the men of Sigma Pi. Games
that San Jose anti California
and musical chairs high lighted
have joined together to put it
the evening at the fraternity.
over. Last year, the hall tt as
held in the MA%lair country dish
in Stalin county.

Leaders of the group include
Ellen Bersinger, president; Janet
Coombs first vice-president; Jerry Lopes, second veep; Tony Pitman, recording secretary: Edna
Andrews, corresponding secretary;
and Wilma Lewis, treasurer.

0

Pitd.
;to

I

I ro.h-.Soph IiXtI
To ()pea Tuesday:
Trophy at Slake
c

Ii..

%II’

I.. loc. r
In-.

hdke golfers together for
this es rut. Merle 11..w.oril. and
a nine piece orchestra are pr,.
tiding the
sic for the diem,
ii14.A t.,,
two fraterniti. s

.kl1

tiS ilea

. All. ill

Till: %Intl ’1 4. I 1D :those is
114rle liow a ru.
.1111K I eIllor
%% hit... orchestra oill
1.1 lit 144r ’sigma (’l’s and their
41-414, at the Drchirl RAI t
I
night.

Two sponsoring organizations’
have announced a queen contest
a. determine who will reign over
the festivities. This is the first
time that a tituri will be selected.
Aid both chapters are busy pick ’rig miresentatives.
From San,
.fose. three Spartan beauties have;
lawn chosen to carry the Beta Eta
,iilors into the Devonshire. Dur-1
.ng the dance. judges will narrow.
he held down to 44444 queen andl
The S trchid Queen
,wo at
ill be crowned by the two chap?, r president
oith a headress
r,
from the fraternity flower.
Before the dance begins, the
Int. chapters will get together
for a set.’,. -course dinner. The
main course still be turkey.
says Beta Ella chapter manager
John liohberlin.
Sparkplug behind the arrangeInents for the affair was sochil
dtairs chairman Wayne Whistler
Whistle?
,,f Beta Eta chapter.
?raveled to the Berkeley campu..ii
five different occasions ti
le .10,
lota
with
arrangements

CRYSTAL

That Super Sundae will be unveiled
soon! Counter -men Fingelhoffer is
repairing the model now as last week
3 confused skiers thought the darn
thing was the No. I run at Badger
Pass!
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BY JEANNE THOMAS

Gamma Phi Beta
Week to End with
Spring Initiation

. Eve Hanson. Ellen Bersingcr.
CAPER OF THE QUARTER .
Beta Theta chapter of Gamma
he !seal constabulary sees La. vonne Peter, and Jerry Lopes..
.if
to svi1 be a street dance on ’ A Chi Os all, took advantage of Phi Beta will climax a week of
South 7.1th street, with invite high grade point averages to cause pre-initation activities Saturday
extended to entire student body.’ a sensation at the sorority’s schol- with formal rites for 26 pledges.
Sponsra, will be Delta Upsilon, arship dinner last week. Gals Gamma Phi started the ball
who ar,- maneuvering now to get showed up in fab-u-lous feathered bouncing Monday with a barbeconsem of San JOSP Police Dept. chapeaux, rings on fingers, and que at Alum Rock Park for RC Len Bnades is wheel of the deal. I bracelets to the elbows to feast ties and pledges. During the
ALL GREEK MEET . . . will on steak ’n such. Actives above ensuing period the ’neophytes be the Inter-Fraternity Spring the 2.0 statu.s, they were allowed. now but not for long" heard talks
hop. set for next Friday eve, at to wear what they wanted so. on the topics: Standards, Etiquette, Gamma Phi Policies., Cawthe Devonshire Country Club.1 they did!
ernment. and Campus Relations.
Sponsord by IFC, the soiree will
A0114 SAYS GOODBYE
Tonight the sorority will atbe d
Jackie Bessiere. junior Stater and
u1s11V UI N
. . for Ozzie Oz-, AOPi-ite, leaves Sunday from New tend a Big -Little Sister party,
.
t
Magnolia Manner York on the Ile De France for a nit!. initiation set for tumor1 %. c:an. Equipped with goggles, summer in France. She’ll tour rein at the chapter house. A
s.-.1rn fins, and a tempered iron the terrain with her parents, trav- breakfast at the Tam tie House
ill precede the eeren lllll
bar, the Oz wizard brought home. eling later to Italy returning in
three limits of large pink abalone October to the mundane life of The lintel Lynden in IAN 1.11110,
1%111 he scene of the formal in1
weekend- with the aid of coed.
1 itiation banquet in bonier of
.1, ho LaMonaco, Bill Wardle. and
FULL MOON AND EMPTY the new memliers. Theme of
Bill Lawson. Tourist, traffic piled
. chapter house for the DU’s the dinner cciii be "Carnation
up to watch the local boy make .
good, as he dove in water 15 next Saturday, as entire ere’’ Castle." patterned after the Sl.rfeet deep, 300 yards past break-. takes off for Hearst Dude Ranch fcrit v flan er.
To sport new pins on Mond:,
ers on the l’Stonterey Big -Sur and the annual "Full Moon" hop.
A day of swimming, riding, golf-. are .the initiates Mary Jane AI
strip.
MENs.ATIONAL
SCHOLARS ire.: and loafing will be followed: den. Louise Anderson, Charl,,,i,
by a dinner-dance. with Howard Beriolani, Norma Lee Bradslum
re d sr i Ic s and hi s orchestra set Marian Bridenhaugh. Elea10 revive the old ’Full Moon" nor Brooks. Ifelene Buchann,,i,
Burke,.
Eileen
Burke
-ong. written in 1941 by an APO Connie
Claire Carlson. Joann (leveland
ts4ore the boys went mei) ..
osed to be traditional theme tune, Marlene DeTata, Pat Dillon. and
The gals of Alpha Omicron l’i
of the dance. Looks as though! Ruth Eberliniz
are loo;dng forward to the deep
Other initiates cc ill mat cccl’’
it will he again.
freeze . . . that’s the appliance,
Jeanene 11..001e. l’oe% erlv Feel Ice.
they
to buy following theirl
MADDEST HAT
. . at thel Misty (.allot, Holly Hedge, Mary
May 31 rummage sale, according. Mad lIatter’s Ball tonight will: Alive Hinman, Barbara Janssen,
to MarLyn Ahlenius. chapter pres-! Is’ judged by well-known merDorothy Leask, Behr Liesegang,
Went.
awl li, .10a n Murchant -man, Lawrence Bert i. Mr. Lorene Lit t
The sale will be sponsored by
phy, Minifred Teague, anal aro!
B.
is
about
as
well-known
’round
Club
at
24
the AOPi Mother’s
Terry.
South Market Street this month. liar as you can get, without beClub officers in charge of the ing a student or a faculty memevent include Mrs. W. P. Kiely, her.
president; Mrs. M. K, Luther,
secreta7y; and Mr. Ernest Aubrey, treasurer.
I,
itlisl Vs’omen’s
Kappa Pic
Rummage plans were inaugusociety, took 16 pledges in rites
rated Sunday when the mom’s
I held at the chapter house on
were
feted at a Mother’s Tea
More than 20 members of Delta 11th street recently, Neophytes
at the ehapter house. Mary Lou
Sigma Phi will play host to their. were honored at a post -pledging
Bachman was in charge of the
mothers Sunday, May 13. at a’ dinner immediately following.
fete. Musical background for the
Mother’s Day breakfast to be held:
liehes include Barhata Suigiafternoon’s gathering was furin the banquet room of the TovynGladys
to,
Smith.
Molly
nished by La Rea Wells at the
house restaurant, according to I. ’Hallman,
Mal nj, neClaudia
Piano.
Howard O’Neill. president.
iteau, Lois Sunnergren, JeralNana.. cards and orchids will
dine Nledn. Ba rica ra Hackett,
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sers greet the there at their re- June Mitchell, Sallee Kaye... Pa spective places.
trivia Neal, Patricia Stark. Dorfugue Plebe Program
(;uest speaker of the breakfast
othy Smith, Elaine. Snanson
The sp:ing pledge class of Kap- will be Mrs. Izetta W. Prichard.1 Lois Barnes, Betty Ruth Canpa Kappa Gamma is being in- assistant dean of women at Sanl non, and Beverley Baleka.
doctrinated with executive ability Jose State college.
Mothers of the Kappa Phi group
The mothers also will he treated were
a
in a most unique way. Plebe ofhonored recently at
ficers rotate offices every two to two appropriate songs by the "Mom’s Tea.- held in the home
weeks in order to learn a "little Delta Sigma Phi songsters com- of Mrs. Ralph Richmond in Saraposed of Bill Erickson. Bill Wood - toga.
bit about a lot of things."
Neophytes include Jackie lint, Lee Duncan, Frank DeMayo
President of the organization
Born, Peg’ y Burke, Maggie- Iht- and Bob Cancellieri.
is Jeanne Saxon. She is as vis. Beverly English, Nancy
Howard O’Neill also nill rive
il Ill
by
Lavertis Raley. vicea short talk on the purposes and
French, and Bobbie Metherall.
president; "Virginia Cross, taw The class is making plans for progress of the 6:1111111:1 Epsilon
responding secretary; Jean Ann
A Big -Little Sister party, a lun- chapter plus the national aims Bailey, recording secretary; and
cheon set for some time in June. of the Delta Sigs.
Barbara Eckhart, trearoarer.
Place cards and orchids will in Plans are also being formulated
party,
mothers
to dicate the places of the
for an "ALL Pledgebe sponsored by the KKG’s. at the banquet table.
Pledges from the nine other
Following the breakfast, the
houses, along with the house mothers and sons still adjourn to
mother of each will be invited. the Delta Sig house at 349 S.
been 10th street where an open
Date
has not
for
partys
the
.
t
e
es
uoh
will be held.

Deep Freeze Faces
Alpha Omicron Pt

Delta Sigma
Host limos Somlav

11441)0(11st A omen
Take 16 Irled(res

DANCING
Every
FRIDAY and
SATURDAY

dir-1
%
ir

BERTI’S

-.75\

"365"

Frefz
SLACKS

San Jose’s Newest and Finest
Student Hangout and

SPARTAN DAILY

Friday. May 11, 1931

Droolino-z-4 Hosts Smile
Upon Queen Contestants
ONE OUT OF IS delectable bits
of fluff will be chosen to reign
June 1 over the Lambda Chi Alp:ia Pushcart Relays, receive gifts
galore’. publicity by the galley -full.,
and ariontion-plus to r a d ay filled
with fun "Who will she he. is
the question being asked by the
sponsoring groups. The oogle-eyed
brothers of Lambda Chi will has-e
no breezy duty selecting the one
out of many.
As dendlifle time ter applies then. rolled around last %% erk the.
collection eat glamour boasted’
Barhara Burgess. sponesired by
O M ; Eileen Burke. Gamma
Phi Beta; ( ora Perez.
Chi I
-ga; Beverly Rouse.,
Phi 0; Phyllis Chaney, .11pha Omicron Pi; Dale SO
acher,. Kappa Kappa 1::11111rIla ;

Phi Siama ha »a
114)1(1,. 11111)
Anntla I
Sigma Kappa
Pledge Formal cc ill lea held
Friday evening at the Peninsula Country Chili in San Mateo. pproiniately
45 censples
are eApected to attend the
p.m. to I a.m, affair, according
10 Don Frost. Phi sag ricc-ibresident and social chairman.
Erost antionnecs tel hol. has,
n1:101’41 t.. allinlrii
ci
I
III Phi Si.

Janet Best, Delta Zeta: Carol
%earner. Alpha Phi,
Rosemary Richardson
Sigma
Kappa; Lenny- Crest, Delta Sigma Gamma: Holly Hedge. Delta
Sigma Pi. JaCtille Gaudin, Theta
Xi, Catt* Proud, Phi Sigma Kappa. Carol Elenalilt, Chi t ’mega:
I )elt a Gamma
Jean Wolford.
:Marlene ...s:stroni. Chi Pi Sigma:
Main’ Gavin. Grace Hall. and
Caroline l’iones:. Kappa Alpha
Thota
A pact
at the Latnhda (’h
house. torniicrou night will Is
the kickoff in a list of parte.,
reel ihe contestants. areordini
to Rill Francis. queen cont.-.
chairman. A dinner tier final
ists in the competition well be
held nest
nicht
Wednesday
with coronat ion ceremonies NO
101. May 26
Crowning will Take
’Ain’t, at a formal dance. wilt
the queen and her royal 11.111.0
ie1
to rule over the telav,
June 1.

Deetny and fittrklo
U7IOU flit’ Plans
A

nosegav of miring ti.1.1%11
the names "Baia. and
I Don" was sent around the duple’
Ma,
table at Presbyterian
I. announcing the engagement i,f
Barbara Deem’ and Don Buckle
adit tonal 11111 of rhoeolai,
’Nearing

55

pa

is

:1111

i:1 .3

lii,’ lurid. tbi es Ii,,’ tlallL;111The dance is held in honor
of Me. and Mrs. 4. M.
tar
of reeent init i ter. of the local
Deellay
01 I alle0141..r,
%leashing chapter. They are Ji,la Porter.
senior joureudirstal
lain. she is
(flock Wing. (awry Brfield,
a
major, and a former Spartan
Phil Neiderhoff. Fred sander,
Daily staff member.
ROI)
11011111,,
Role RCM
Bill
51i and Mrs Ray C But-kio of
LAI’ a-, ’i.e.’ Sarria, Bob De
John Scheidt, Juik 111111%- iTaft are the parents of the fu 1 time benediel. lie is a senior also,
er. and Harry Walters.
President majoring in business administraNational
Phi
Sig
"Spec- Collins and Paul Jones, tion. He is a member of the Flydirector of Region five. San Jose’, ing -20- and Sojourner clubs.
region. were guests at a lunei.
Friday afternoon at the Phi
house on Ninth street.
President T. W. MacQuarrie ani
Dean Stanley Benz also attendcei
the affair.
The four officials stresaed it..
importance of taking the dral,

WITT’S
BEAUTY SALON
FRESHEN UP FOR SPRING
with a

deferment test.

Bright
New
Hair Tint
by
Price Winning

Ashworth Passes
Cigars at
The Birds and Bees twittered
on campus agair. this week as Jo.
Ashworth passed the traditinn.,
box of cigars at Monday ni
Mee41111: 01.
1111 Sigma
The- coronas annotnieed his
engagement to Anita Lewis. senior art major at sls. Astutorth
is a junior general elementary
major here.

Cosmetologists
Poirsonosts $5.00
?I W SAN CARLOS

"The Smartest Thl,,,g en Two Legs

Open Every Night
Known universally for its delicious, tempting

Continental Dishes served in an
old world atmosphere.

Dinner Dancing
Saturday Night to the

S/

ialftler3 -

E.Ory 11ing

LEIGHT HUNT’S Orchestra

Flannels, Sharkskins,
Bedford Cords
fro,

Featuring

15.95
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nu Bug Disables Fresno SJS Team Out to Avenge
Bound Spartan Trackmen Two Previous Defeats

lionpowa
pasty Report on

Spartan Athletics

Winter Throws
Iciiicilhin Tube
in Fresno Oval

(II over Johnson’s catching chores.
By HAL BORCHERT
hoTmo..mtoiirtrool’sthgeamszsison the last
The Spartan baseball squad vets
its last chance for a victory 0% el.
Nest Thursday night
the University of San Francisco Spartans.
tahgeaisti::tedtuhlee orintih_
Dons tomorrow afternoon when ! athenyigohitngdanulpe
the two teams meet at Municipal j
versity of Santa Clara Broncos
stadium. Game time is 2:30 p.m.!
at Washington Park in Santa
their
’sinto
The Dons have two
Clara.
season.
I
this
credit over the locals
I Saturday’s proba ble starting
They won the first 11-5 on their line-up for the USF Dons is: Scar the
I
captured
own diamond and
pelli, If: Sande!, as; Rommel. 3b;
second by a 14-5 margin in a game’ Jacobs, rf; Karp. lb; Marietta, cf;
I
playid here.
I Mutto 2h; Moriarty. c; Gallagher
Glenn Dail% is the choir, to I or Townsend,.
start on the ’Inland tor the loStarters for the Spartans will
eala. Darts has a too -won . thres- , be: Camara, as; Bonfiglio, cf;
’
lost record. His most outstand- !Johnson,
If; Miller, rf; Giles, lb;
big %%in %so% a three -hit shutout ,1 Fielder, c; Glaves, 3b; Lane, 2b;
aser Santa Clara urthersity.
’Davis, p.
The Spartans in a lat.’ season
streak have won seven out of their
last nine starti The latest victory
was a stirting 4-3 upset Over the
University of California Etears.

Bs BORIS STANKEVICIlf
Spartan Track (*ouch Bud Winer is fighting a grim battle with
a combination flu arid pulled mus-teSeents-nan.l.nerneenaa
cle "epidemic."
A few days ago Winter had very
optimistic hopes for the Spartans
in tomorrow’s West Coast Relays.
In fact. the Golden Raiders were
entering the strongest team they
have had for years in the kingsized trackfest. But according to
Winter those hopes are practically
on the rocks
On the "might be absent hesal
of flu, etc." list are Paul
Aiding the Spartan cause conDennis. Paul Jennings, Itob !W siderably- in their final !rush has c
M es II n and Robb%
r
eightinan George Nifilei is in been Reliever Con Maloney. The
bed itith the hug and has been sturdy right hander has been inThe Spartan tennis squad runs
ordered to stay there for sit valuable bull pen insurance and
days, according to Winter. Are proved himself capable of starting up against some of the toughest
Digit .1
per Herb ’It salt also when he hurled a three-:tit, 6-2 competition. it will face this year
1,..’, been placed on the "defin- win over Saerarnerto State last when it meets the University of
California racket wielders on the
week.
inter,
itely mit" list hy
this Mile rel..% squad has twen
. .
4.1
14)1 IC.41%11
Bears’ courts tomorrow.
Before the epidemic. stiddenIV
Coach
Walt
Williams
has
made
the
all
of
in the
n logelle. r
Cal has already accounted for
1struck the Raider squad the lo- a late season shill in the Spartan
the turt :it the %%est oast
1% ill to
bionng
i
101, NI
-..8 teen 11
%%ere %listed to rim like this: line-up which se-nds Walt Johnson one of the three defeats slit let
I right i and I)..,, !task I
1. I .%. ..1 1
the locals this spring. They
144) and hSt) Jirn Gillespie, Paulby
In) and MO haton teams. Rub
commit.; 1111 t
out to the left field pasture and
...od 11,.... I. it
Dennis. Don f Mvis and Bobby brings Dean Giles into the firs hae bowed to Cal, UCLA. and
ti..,
the mile and tuo mile re.4 .1 1..
,1 ’1.11,
Stanford.
Thi Fin) Crowe
I 1.. in the .111ance 1111.1iirN
I ti
11.4 I
II .
.
base position. Rod Fielder has takA match between’ the Spartans
1.4 I’ reoel
Mile Dennis, Bob Nicolai, Daal
and the University of San Fran%is and Crowe.
cisco came out in a. 41.:!-444 draw
Two-mile Jim Grant. Bob Anwhen a singles match was called
derson, Nicolai and Bob :McMulbecause of darkness. A re-match
len
was scheduled but it was postDistance Nleilley 11111 Frisch,
poned because of rain, so the Dons
Grant, NIellullen and Paul Jenare still on the uncertain list.
nines.
Spartans Don Gale and -ButchJennings managed to be ill with
Krikorian both made the semithe flu also this week. The two
finals of the San Jose City Tennis
sprint relay alternates Archie Cha, Championship
tournament
at
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Youths Shag Foul Balls
For Loot, Not Souvenirs

1;-

By JERRV THOMAS

mt4.1

sh’%It’l Vs; (DORI’S LINE
pirants

still

be

calling signals

.. One of the above pictured grid
for

the

1051

Golden

as-

Raiders this fall.

The pro:4144410.e Spartan quarterbacks, troni lilt to right, are: Dan
Albert, Monterey Peninsula college transfer; Johnny Gerard, Dartnell college transfer; Larry Rice, tip from last year’s Spartan triish
squad; Dick Harrison, Citrus J.C. transfer; Jerry Hamilton, St.
Mary’s transfer: and Lynn Aplanalp, Pasadena City college transfer
photo by Gilmore

Field General Problem
Solved by Newcomer?

11

SJS Judoists
Travel Soon
To Southland

It happened at a recent San
Jose State college baseball game
at Municipal stadium. A foul ball
ricocheted off the press box window and plopped dead center in a
startled fan’s cup a rootheer several rows below.
As the customer gargled and
Ne acted for dear life in malty foam.
a gang of teen-age boys converged
upon the scene. To aid the belligerent customer" Wynne All they
were interested in was the baseball.
"That’s nice, those lads rea/1)
a Ille such a vivified souvenir."
)ou naively
said to yourself.
"They’ll get man) innings of.
good play front it."
Wrong again, buster. Instead eel
pocketing the prize for future admiration and use among the neighborhood clan, the lucky owner fixated to the Spartan bench where.:
In and behold, he handed the hail’
to the student manager. In return,
the ball hawk received a reward
or pay of one dime.
He is only one of the dozen or
so kids who locate themselves in
strategic places about the park,
ready to pounce upon any migrating foul and, to all intents and
purposes, practically re -sell it
’
ehtI
horn.’ club.
Thus we are introduced to the
ball -shagging brigade in action at
all voilege games.

rns during the week. shagg.ng
balls on eonmany time, so to
speak_
It seemingly is impossible to
keep track of all the dirt) faces
and eager hands but !student
IRAM.11:111 M/111111g,r .1. D. Russell
has no trouble making certain
that each kid puts In his equal
share of practice shagging.
The means apparently justify
the end tor some of the speedier
sandlot sl!ut ha make ell/Se to a
buck a game. Williams estimate,:
that Russell pays out an averaro
of $2 ever.N game. more! If est!
inniegs are played.
A tender scene of Busities-, l:. .
was n ilnessed at an earl) -sea-4 ii
tussle I his spring
An obviously
older boy. visibly faster than all
others in business, amalgamated
an organizathin with two small, r
youths. Ile would shag (1.1511 the
fouls that landed on the neat by
txmks and parking lot Upon hes
return, the avid associates relayed
the balls to Russell whit. Mr Bet
took a welloarned rest behind th
submit t mg the
backstop
All et
coin to the Wheel. the junior partners would recene tht ir commis.
of one cent apiece It. ’lo’ I it Ot
not, all three were satisfied
With the ball.shagging business
promwrous On the local
scene, one %%tinders if falling attendanee figur:o. !if the Pacific
014,1 Lriig fie might not Induce
::, to follow
Pants Rontand &
deeeen VIPV/Ioe, al -

A thirty-man Spartan judo team
and SJS judo coach Yosh Uchida
will leave next Friday afternoon
for Los Angeles where they will
compete in a dual meet with a
Southern California All -Star judo
Needle’s:. tie 040, S pa rtan
By BILL GOSSETT
he called the signals for the Hart- train Sunday, May 20.
coach Walt Williams nelcomes,
nett J.C. grid eleven.
"Wanted: A capable drher to
Coach Uchida is taking all of his
if not 44 holl) approx...., this Is p.’
We
might hear the tolloiving
Jerry Hamilton, nho Is studyrun next season’s Spartan grid
Spartan black-belters with him on
of business transaction. It %AV.’s
some day soon: "Now playing in
machine. Must be stead), deing to be a Certified Public Acthe trip south. Heading the list
Ike’ college a healthy s% Ali id
t he !oft
John
field
bleachers
pendable and reliable to make
is Captain George Best, James
countant, transferred to Vinshdough in the ballbuying departDoakes, up from San Jose State’s
this fall’s promising football v,’ Foster. Wesley Dobbs, Harry Carl meta. Ile said that the tenni
shagging sygt
iti.cordiS
Wigton square from St. Mary’a
hide a consistent winner. Apsin, Johnny Johnson, and Ford
MI.% SOM.’ 30 dozen baseballs
balls chased, none lost; for IfKit%
college. He lettered twro years at
ply Men’s gym. Ask for Coach
Ilarvey.
, each year. On the overage, sit
average sure-fire majoi
league
Bob Bronzaa."
Francisco
Lincoln high in
are used ever) (IA V game nhile
First degree bronn belt holdmaterial
and performed as a T -quarterSuch might have been the worders re’pre’senting San Jose State
eight or nine tire needed for a
ing of an ad to be put in the clasalight contest. At $30 per doyen,
college will he Ivan Bland. JIni
back snd
single sting tailhaek
sified column of the Spartan Daily
Grant.
Tom I lunla p. and Gil
t hese horsehide:* en.. ke the old
and
fullback, winning all -city
by Coach Bronzan before the beBaker. All are in line for blackgri4) mare f’ intghts
.31"111’’
"And the Deaf Shall Hoar", an
191i,
plaudits.
At
Menlo
J.(’,
In
ginning of San Jose State college
aiihuial.
belts, according to Uchida.
original radio play In Margaret
he
all-conferwas
named to the
spring football practice April 16.
was
when
rime
kids
shagged Nakamura will be presented by
!
Also making the southern jaunt
The question of filling next fall’s
ence team.
! with the Spartans will be the Sanlballs tor us for the honor of being the SJS radio program "Drama quarterback position with a player,
Larry Rice is a promising pros- Jose Buddhist church squad, which bat !boy or getting broken bats and time" Sunday morning at 9:15
possesing adequate ability in pass- peel from last year’s Spartan frosh
used balls." the SJS mentor corn- o’clock. Ed Dickinson will direct
is also coached by Uchida.
ing. ball handling, punting, and football squad. At
Mountain View
"But today they seem; and Tom Matto-elm. still be in
dual matches between filmted
After
the
field generalship was a dark and high, he won four letters for his ’
the Spartans and the Southern to have all the balls and hats they charge of sound
mysterious question mark,
ability on the gridiron, two as a I Stars two teams will he formed. need:’
Quarterback Gene Menges, who, 130-pounder and two as a varsity
But like all good things there’s
’.presenting the north and south.
had run the Gold and White foot- player. In 1950 he was selected on
.catch to the deal, just in case
The Spartan*: and the
Bob Phelps, San Jose States
ball team in an adequate manner, the all -Santa Clara Valley league
Jose Buddhist church still ramanyone has some mercenary ideas Spartan tennis Idayei
%title in
for three years. and his able re- eedm.
forming,
bin.’ forees to form the northern
the lath Air Force a as nod, featurl
placements, Dean Sensenbaugh and
Dick Harrison picked up his
representathe n hi le the S4111!Before any newcomer is allowed Willie’ reprr.senting th,
Max Houlihan, were leaving via
football ability in the southland
them
All -Stars still select their
to join the paying caddy-parade at Islands in net matches against
the graduation route. Stan Wachwhere he played as a quarterback
top
the
judoists
to
represent
tkinaw a, Japan, Korea,
gatimni;,,s
smustri ainasit iiniras= Guam.
olz, who started last season as a
and halfback for two years at El
south.
ii liar’ ui
at
quarterback, was to be switched;
Monte high and another two at
Complications set in since the In a halfback role for defensive;
Citrus J.C.
AAU judo meet at Berkeley is also
strength.
Dan Albert earned three high set for Sunday, May 20. Attempts
Those rugged daily practice
[school
athletic
monograms
a, are being made to postpone the
sessions began and the number
iquarterback for the Monterey high AAU meet, however.
.it lield generals soon dropped
I grid team and was an all-CCAL
If a postponement is not artrom 12 to six. Coach Bronzan
selection in his senior year. Last ranged. Uchida will still send a
relates that all of the remainyear h
performed for the Mon
small group of Spartan judoists to
big
half
dozen
are
prospects
Peninsula college team.
the Flerkeley competition.
staging a tight battle for the
number one spot.
I,y on Aplanalp
is a transfei :
from Pasadena City college where ’
he was first string for two 2:ears.!
earning mention there for his 1951.!
play. He attended Wilson high in !
Los Angeles, performing at left ;
half for two years on the varsity
and one year on the Bee squad.
.Inhn Gerard. a ’21 -year-old candidate from Pennsylvania. played ’
his prep football at Beavers Fall
high school where he lettered as a
varsity quarterback and won alleainty honors in 1947. Last seasn.
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To Air SJS Play

Phelps’ Pan/jr Tour

San a
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TRAVE VMS

FOR YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS
Airlines
Resorts
Steamer
Rail

. BOWLING.
a papular student pastime
is erea mare impular at

Quick. Courteous

Service

DON’T FORGET OUR
DELICIOUS

nomE-mADE PIES
at the

Slartile
RESTAURANT
Santa Clara Street at 12th

BRIDGEMANS
Recreation
Center

When you walk info BRIDGEMAW
you urill quickly realize that you it u
entered San Jose’s newest, fines.
ecreation tenter. You will also appreciate not having to waif endless
Fours ToIan*. This is because
BRIDGEMANS is the largest bowlin9
center in the area.

16 Brunswick Alleys
Modern Billiard
Room
Complete
Fountain Service
Private Club Room
Free Parking Area
For Reservations
Call

CY 2-2825

375 W. SANTA CLARA

,

CY 3-7273 I NO EXTRA CL.;SI
JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
ST. CLAIRE HOTEL
711W. SAN CARLOS
SEE OR CALL

Golfers...

LESS THAN

a hole

Tokc Advantage of Our
LOW PRICE PATES
Monthly Cards for

only

$4.00
W,41,

Saturday and

Alt

Cd

Sunday

Not Included

GOLF COURSE
HILL VIEW
TULLY ROAD

CY 5-11550

I
I
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Itfil

Beni I rlfc.-,
r. (71rads File
For Scholarships Nou

DeCouReaches
French Contest
Regional hnal I

Jain. s De COU, mod.
anguage
major, will participate in a French,
Student; interested in graduate study in foreign countries durcompel it ive exxuninal ion Saturing the 1952 53 academic year may apply for Fulbright scholarships day, at the French libraiy in San
Francisco, the winner to
by contacting Dean Ben/ in the Dean of Men’s off cc,
.1 month’s tour of France with all
The scholarship grants, which are open to approximately 700
1151’S paid.
American st idents, oaf cover transportation, tuition, boolts, mainIn a preliminary examination by
11
rl
t he Modern Language department.
III It, I.1
.I.1
? I .1
la. Cotes French composition was
11,
11. ;
judged the best of five entries by
Mr. I. B. Newby, head of the de\Ptifi‘ "’’
h..’
rt
partment.
Sponsored by the French goy11./... ?hp .2.)
1111.11’.Iti.Ne11
e!ninent. two avards have been
. 3,
ti,ro
.
tI
.lesignated, one tin. the New York
pi ,t1 nil
..I
the
1;in }(i1.1111.14
will he chanced in metropolitan area and the offal
. I:,
luau ,ont,iii twt.ttnning with the next it .r the San Francisco regain.
ta it
; i
Along with DP Coo entered in
.ehedultd print: am at 9 30 o’clock
morning. Station ’the San Francisco tests, are ap1. .11 . "WA, ;11111. I ?Ii. t 111 I. row
10 representatives
t
KLOK, according to Ed Dickin- proximately
A.101,111;1. All,
I
1/111; II.
I.
I:l11 Md.
I 1,1,11
son, co-director of the radio show. I trom other colleges and universiI I
,
It;ati
I.
?
1.0.t talent, mostly of the mum- j ties in Northern California.
The trip, which begins July 5, .
rat triets, will he the central
1’..k.1 ,1.4t.. 1’1141- theme ul thi program, replacing ha , been planned to coincide with
?
.
’I ’it
.11k11 I It. the emphasis on collegiate MIAS the celebration of th. 2000th an .;,i ; . I
’ .1
1
.1 rid sport reprii ling, Dickinson , "1".""iY "1 Pans.
;
Included in the asard is pas hI ..1111,1 shill /1riii N:1111
,110
III
The ,egoilai program feature,
h) ocean liner from New
I r)
III
.sound oil". also will be heard i York, return passage by air liner,
O...
a
’
111111 .41111.1
and 100.000 francs (approximately
iiinairti,%s. when stinkrn Sir",
11111
Ci11111111% topics will hi, $3001. The monetaly grant is for
fit.
campy,
stieial ri warn and board
:toot het
’Fr..
,A ill be k.. ’ii. at r..(1
The tests will be held from 9
1011 I think theie ar, students on group, this week a sorority, will
horior.11 during the broadcast, , sits to 12 noon.
lb,. top... e. is...111 141/A111y.- t h..
.1
- I tirge amain, Ltifkirimm said
Vic ifolsheymeoff, Bill Wood- I of the student pi inn am produc.11.1.1}111.: to see to, !
i
lint. and Dickinson ate in chart., to

S ta rtan 1{1’%:1%%.
TO I
111.1’ /1011.0.
I

.1,

eetings

AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Alpha Eta Sigma: Ail members by May 31.
The Edueation Offices will open
v. i.0
it
the initiation dinand 1-5 p.m bener are to sign the sheet on the f Han 9-12
k. .
org bulletin before 1 p.m. Monday-. ginning next
thuturta Alpha Chi: Meet WedLutheran Students Asstariation:
if to at I cod rwsday at 7 p.m. in B93. MemAll students are
the supper and dg.cussion Sunday bers will be fined tor absence, uniegitimate excuse.
at 5-30 pm at the Grace Luthei an less they have
Seekers: Mtt,t Sunday at t.30
church.
Methodist
Pushcart !feisty.: Today is the p.m. at the First
deadline for put-heart entries. Send’ church.
Senior Class: Those who bought
or take litit entry and fee to the
tickets for the Overnight and failLambda Chi Alpha house.
Pay Whiners on 19:50 yearbooks ed to go may p.ck up a refund in
at the Graduate Manager’s office the Graduate Manager’s office,

I

Air Force Asks Judo Experts
I ieadquarters, Strategic A r
Conunand, y est ei.dav announceil
an urgent need for judo in-structors at various Strategic Air inThe person v.o..king in this civilian position a ill teach defensive training measures to the air
police, instruct judo to special of fleet: classes, instruct fundamental
defensive tactics to air crew persormel, and assist in phyt:ical conditioning pro.:rams.
Interested people should contact
Plneere.,7* ritftr,

1

possible for it:ether details.
Mrs. Deana Lewis, assistant to
Miss Doris Robinson, placement
director, also announced that interviews will he held next week
for salesmen of casualty and file
insurance to executives. No dot): to-door selling is imolved.
She said also that a chemical
firm wants two person.s for
of chemicals. A physical sc..
major is desired tor this Bay a:
posit ion.
All men June graduates %vb.;
are intercsttd in the store management trair:::_g program of a
In rge departmr.nt store in thiarea are asked to contact Mr,
Lewis immedia!ely.

LIKE THOUSANDS OF AMERICA’S STUDENTS
MAKE THIS MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF AND GET

WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS
111,0105 TAKCN
ON (55111.15

cA A MI "V"4
bt &WORD 51

.topqs TOWS"
COLLEGE
HOB Jai
51

MILDNESS
phis

NO UNPLEASANT AFTER -TASTE
OVER 1500 PROMINENT TOBACCO GROWERS
SAY: "When I apply the Standard Tobacco Growers’
Test to cigarettes I find Chesterfield is the one that

10411WW
1111)

smells Milder and smokes Milder."
A WELL-KNOWN

INDUSTRIAL

RESEARCH

ORGANIZATION REPORTS: "Of all brands tested,
Chesterfield is the only cigarette in which members
of our taste panel found no unpleasant after -taste."

ALWAYS

LEADING SELLER
IN AMERICA’S
COLLEGES

CHESTERFIELD
Nr

